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The justification of the topic selection
„I am going out to the square…, I roamed the territory…, I looked around in the shopping area…, I looked into the
virtual space… space, space, space, the stage of human life, smaller or larger piece of reality we can more or less get
to know. We know it has a scope but what is there in it? According to the absolutist space models space is objective,
possesses a proper structure and has a quantitative feature, but according to the relativist conception space is an
interrelation among the objectively existing things. Defining it is even harder if besides the physical space elements we
consider the users of space, as space is filled with the network of human activities. The perception of space is
undefended from our infant experiences, buzzez and our later knowledge about space, as our knowledge changes the
space experience.
The geographical space can be imagined as the complex of physically existing structures and their images on one
hand, and the completely virtual untouchable in physical space networks used or experienced in our everyday life.
It is an extraordenarily complex interaction built up from several sub-systems in which the geographical phenomena
and processes take place. It comes to light as the result of interaction between Man and nature, it changes and
develops continually and the interventions, needs, ideas, necessities and perceptions of society also have their share.
We live in the real space that we can experience and in the physically non-existing virtual space at the same time.
Certain individuals use only a bit of it, which one and how much, it depeds on their age, way of life and their social
rank e.g. Our images about space are born however in virtual spaces, for example cognitive spaces deriving from real
experiments, ciber spaces created by communication networks, and fictive spaces of fantasy.
The school geography teaching connects the everyday and scientific interpretations of space in order that the studets
get a practical knowledge in space. The National Basic Curriculum also underlines the development of spacial
orientation in the broadest sence. Not diminishing the significance of other subjects we can say that in the
development of spacial orientation geography has the most important role, as it observes in nearly all aspects of
space. According to the extremely rapidly changing world the subject of geography intends to achieve that the
students be able to percept and explain, on the level of their age peculiarities, the connections and interactions of
earth space and the natural and socio-economical environment of Man, together with the closer and larger, short and
long distance consequences of theirs. In the focus of their disquisition stand the geographical-environmental facts,
processes, phenomenons and our daily occurences which they observe with the application of the cognitive methods
of the natural and social sciences. During the assimilation of contents the geographical-environmental thinking of the
students develops, together with their local, regional and global space view.
The topic selection of my thesis consequently is partly of geographical – scientific, respectively of methodological
intention. This duality characterises also my everyday practice at the university being the professor of geography
methodology, as my job predominantly is about how we can deliver the knowledge of geography and earth science to
the school students about the space surounding us, and how they can use this knowledge in their lives.

The aim and structure of the thesis
To effectuate the aims connected to space in the school curriculums (primarily in the National Basic Curriculum) the
methodology of geography teaching and the approach of the teachers must significantly change in Hungary. In my
thesis I delineate the formation and development of juvenile spacial intelligence as it evolves, attached to the
teaching-learning process of geographical contents, in a line from the cognitive psychological approach of spacial
intelligence, showing its development process by age groups up to the school. From among the school educational
environments I stress the ones that may be in connection with developing space intelligence, but can hardly be traced
in today’s teaching practice, not at all to make a coherent development system. Although in the past decades our
national development of learning materials has been aimed at developing slills, its methods are difficult to find ways
into the routine practise of teachin – learning. So it is reasonable to check the geography learning environments that
would be neeeded to develop the multi-direction and systematic spacial intelligence. On the basis of my interviews
with geography teachers, geographical surveys geography teachers-to-be students and pupils in forms 6 to 10, the
present situation of spacial intelligence is to be analysed. Having acquinted with all these I design and interpret with
some task types a development program, the consistent application of which can give a firm basis for the students of
10 to 16 to build usable spacial abilities and may serve the system of their spacial activities throughout their whole
lives.
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Research problem raising, results and theses
1.
Problem: Do we know what the expressions used in school geography curriculums mean which lead the students to
the skills to get oriented in space?
Hypothesis: Naturally every educator knows the exact meaning and contents of these expressions, as they are the
parts of the general culture of pedagogy.
Experience: Geography teachers usually use the expressions appearing in the curriculums automatically without
comparing them to the contents of the concepts used in the professional language of geography, pedagogy or in the
vernacular and the divelopment methods attached to them. They consider the expressions space orientation, space
skills or space view as synonimes.
Thesis: Orientation in space needs general skills connected to each other, on the basis of which we can assume the
spacial information, we code the spacial impressions and which enable the visualisation, comparision and conversion
of the information. Summarising all these I call them spacial skills. Spacial intelligence (based on the theory of multilayer intelligence of H. Gardner) applies to the world model surrounding the individual an to the activities with it
and it includes not only the exact image creation but the mental and real transformation of it as well.
2.
Problem: What are the components of spacial skills in the process of geography teaching and learning?
Hypothesis: The different subjects interpret the spacial skills from different viewpoints, so the the interpretations
about them are also different. Most of the geography teachers don’t even put this question, instead, they identify the
spacial skills merely with map reading and direction definition.
Thesis: According to the 7 decade long research history and conceptional premises the psycholological approach of
today spacial skills mean the perception of two and three dimension formations and understanding the percepted
information, objects and correlations, furthermore the usage of these to solve problems which in practical activity
appear in separate skill factors (creating and percepting spacial relations, visualisation, spacial orientation, imaginary
movements, spacial perceptions and mental rotation).
3.
Problem: In what development ways do we get to know the environment and space.
Hypothesis: Spacial skills develop in a multi-step proces during the school years, meanwhile its components gradually
differentiate, the conections amond them integrate more and more.
Experience: The development of space skills can be separated into 4 stages: 1. He recognises certain space elements
bu t their places and positions compared to one another is unclear for him (the cognition of the characteristic points
of space); 2. Knows certain routes and ways needed to get from one place to the other (activity skill); 3. Knows where
the routes recognised meet, what network they create, is capable of varying certain routes into new itinerary
(topological skill); 4. He is capable of remembering the metric relations between places (Illustration 1).
Thesis: On the basis of cognitive and environment psychological research we can state that adults get to know the
environment, space step by step, which steps give the essential elements of space orientation and their stages of
development.
4.
Problem: The teachers’ way of thinking is about spacial skills that they are granted capabilities of the students, they
already are in possession when they enter the school, and teachers don’t have anything else to do with them but get
them used.
Hypothesis: The actual space perception of children is a complex faculty based on perception, recognition and
thoughtful operation, which is in deep contact with the general mental development.
Experience: Children of 6 to 8 have a restricted spacial orientation to only certain well-known nearby places, everyday
surroundings, they don’t yet realise the spacial relations and connections of places and spacial elements. For the 9 to
11 years old space starts to get reason independently from everyday experience. The 12 to 15 years old are already
capable of recognising the connections between space units and space elements and when discovering and
overviewing spacial systems they take more and more elements, objects, viewpoints into consideration.
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The cognition of the chraracteristics points of space
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Illustration 1. The stages of space skills

Thesis: Mental procedures with space have their optimal timing to assimilate and apply which are parts of a
development process, so jumping or mixing the order may be harmful to the development of the skill area. At the
same time there won’t be any change in the spacial abilities with age if we don’t keep them fit.
5.
Problem: Is it possible for a realistic space image to be formed in the students’ head?
Hypothesis: As the students view the objective space, the must see the same and in the same way.
Experience: In the heads of individual students very different images come up about the same space as their former
experiences about the space ara already different depending on how they are present, what they do in it; in addition
the information goes through the subjective mind working differently with individuals.

Illustration 2. Space types on the basis of the relation
between man and space (ac.to Trócsányi A.–Tóth J. 2002)

Illustration 3. The process of space becoming inner
(ac. to Down, R. – Stea, D. 1997)

Thesis: Images about space differ individually asreality gets into the human mind after selection wher its objectivity is
marred further done by cerebral processes. After the space elements are systemised and the missing ones
complemented by images, we feel the observed space as a whole and create our own holistic space (illustrations 2
and 3). Observation is a complex interaction process betwen the real surroundings and the human expectations,
because when the individual spacial elements are organised into a cerebral complex, the process is influenced not
only by the personal attitude of the person, but the general and microclimatic social norms as well.
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6.
Problem: Are the teachers able to learn what picture about a space is
there in the heads of the students?
Hypothesis: Children can interpret the same space differently on
different occassions in the same state of development.
Experience: The spatial images of the students are much different, it
Is the most realistic connected to the immediate surroundings. About
non-experienced places they compose cognitive images by nonconscious map reading and experience or images mediated by others
(Illustration 4).

Illustration 4. The territory of Europe
on the mental map of the student

Thesis: On the bases of psychological research and my own survey experiences we can state that the spacial image is
fairly egocentric, the students relate to it according to their personal motivation and practicity. This is why the spacial
imge is changeable. We can observe at the same time that they connect a stereotype symbol toa space and reality
appears in their mind through this, i.e. they create a generalised cognitive map. When they draw the image formed in
their heads, they create a mental map. The product of mental contents depicted must be separated from the „only”
cognitive product in the practise of methodology and the pedagogical practice, the activities attached to the m are
also significantly different.
7.
Problem: With students of different age groups it is impossible to assimilate the geographical facts, processes and relations in the same way, so during the geographical studies the regional geographical knowledge can be transmitted
only in concentric repetitions.
Hypothesis: The depth and complexuty of spacial intelligence develops with age and mental maturity.
Experience: According to psychological research in the years 5 to 10 with age in nearly every component of spacial
abilities the output of the students is better and better, which is confermed by my own survey among the students.
Thesis: With age students identify more and more spacial elements, define relations better and better, see through
the spacial relations, relation systems but the result significantly depends on their environmental experience. At the
beginning the individual is successful only in the personal space, later in the known space of the neighbourhood, after
the age of 10 it widens towards the home spaces (that is the spaces of known context). Though they recognise the
unknown for them remote spaces based on natural and social relation systems, in their minds they start to become a
spacial unit only at the age of 14-15. It is characteristic that its the elements of natural geography that aggregate, the
social elements with their spacial relation systems get together as a whole only after the age of 16. Simultaneously
this is a key problem of the national geography teaching as in this age they learn geography no more.
8.
Problem: Why can’t children of form 5 draw the sketch map of the outing done.
Hypothesis: Looking for the cause of the failure teachers most often allude to the lack of time for practicing fixing and
assimilating spacial experiences.
Experience: We are not born with the ability to draw maps, we learn it for a long period of development process. Map
for children is the symbolic presentation of the surrounding space on which they can place themselves, other people
and places of interest for some reason. For this they find out signs and imitating formulas they draw the image formed
in their heads. The formulas teach defining and reading maps, so only according to this will their own presentation be
more and more realistic.
Thesis: The assimilation of space becomes successful in a multi-stage development (learning) process which leads
from the egocentric to the ego-independent view, from the topologic to the metric presentation, from the sideways to
the top( plan) view, from the close (standpoint bound) to the wider(horizon bound). A junior pupil has only suspicions
about what map is, how it is prepared, he understands the essence of maps through map reading and map drawing
only at the age of 14. The outcome is that teaching cartography cannot start in the junior section, even in the senior
section only years after, when we can already expect good results as an effect of systematic developing process.
9.
Problem: Why are boys’ spacial skills better than those of girls?
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Hypothesis: Boys like and manage with maps more than girls do, their mental image about space is more realistic. The
explanation is that the right half of their brain – where the majority of the spacial intelligence factors are located – is
more developed. At the same time male/female differences in spacial observations reproductions, activities can be
traced back to the differences in social expectations and in their experiences.
Experience: It can be demonstrated that solving spacial problems the two sexes use different strategies. Boys
describing itineraries think in coordinated systems of space elements (geometry based strategy), at the same time
girls use a so called landmark strategy. According to the present knowledge of science the differences between the
components of spacial intelligence is likely to have evolved as an effect of biological (the different structure of the
brain crust’s lower wall lobe and hormonal effects), evolutionary and sociocultural factors working together.
Thesis: The spacial image and orientation of the two sexes are different, the proportions of skill factor results show
differences (Chart 1). This has been justified by the surveys among the students in every space skill factor. But after
all it cannot be stated that boys have a more developed spacial intelligence than girls.
Age group
Years 6-8
Year 8-10
Years 10-14

Adult

Boys/ men are better
Direction and distance estimation
Deduction to possibilities on large scale known terrain
More accurate mapping about unknown area
spacial direction used
Space spot definition in known surroundings
Map orientation
Learning itinerary on new map
Overwiev relational map
Geometry based strategy
In studiing maps and itineraries
Making sketch maps
Knows measure of maps
re-aranging mental map orientation
Drawing sketch maps near real quality
3D manipulation of image
Relative distance and speed estimation of moving
objects
Orientation of movements
His mental map is comprehensive

Girls/women are better

Spacial fixing about unknown space
Using communicative strategies

Remembering spacial places
Remembering visible things on covered itinerary
Landmark based strategy in learning maps and
itineraries
Subjective relation system sketch map done

Her mental map is itinerary map

Chart 1. Differences of the sexes in the components of spacial skills
10.
Problem: In the curriculums of geography educational contents attached to the key competences only afterwards, but
a coherent system of activities belonging the skill developin aims still hasn’t evolved. I the coursebooks such
developing materials appeare only haphazardly. This way the development goals in connection with spacial
intelligence can’t be met in school practice.
Hypothesis: The former national basic curriculums supposed in their skills and competence centered concepts that on
the basis of the NBC and frame curriculums specialist teachers would create their own development systems –
adjusted to their students.
Experience: Thew hypothesis is not justified as most of the teachers in Hungary are not prepared to make curriculums,
and they can’t connect the contentual elements with the developing activities because of the deeficiencies of their
methodological culture. Geography teachers think in subject materials, not bothering much about ways to
assimilation. The old conception is still alive according to which teaching the factual material is the only thing to do,
what the students must verbally assimilate.
Thesis: With an eye on connecting curriculum regulations to everyday teaching practice with a better result I have
worked out a comprehensive pattern related to the space key competence systemfor the NBC’s Our Earth – Our
Environment field of education. The aim of the competence chart is to introduce how an educational field helps
developing key competences with their special methods and contents concerning space. It provides the competences
attached to the geographical-environmental field within certain key competences, the skills, attitudes and names the
connected main conceptual areas. This way it may be a basis of a well-planned creation of institutional local
curriculums with close attention to skills development.
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11.
Problem: Among the methodological directives of geography
teaching increasing the proportions of modelling has already
been present for almost two decades but it seldom comes into
practise. At the same time geography teachers themselves
admit that they don’t primarily need piles of special knowledge
in their life, but spacial knowledge of general force that is able
to be activated during solving practical problems.
Hypothesis: The majority of geography teachers interpret
space as something static that need only to be introduced to
the students.
.

Illustration 5. The information pyramid of
spacial cognition

Experience: Demonstration models in teaching geography target the knowledge about space, they refer to
landscapes, regions, groups of countries and the zoning system. A significant number of teachers don’t realise that
heir job is more than merely getting students to assimilate a topic, instead of making them discover as strategy they
apply the static and passive factualities (Illustrations 5, 6).

Illustration 6. Model of discover as strategy
Thesis: The typical landscapes, groups of countries, regions and the geographycal zoning system are the examples of
cognitive modelling of space in school geography teaching. Their teaching is system of methods serving the
development of skills built on factual elements. It wants to create a view that helps to understand the phenomenons,
processes and connections, which promotes realising the unique among the general and the principle for the students
in their grown-up life. To achieve this we must teach them the ways of spacial simplification, we must stress the
methods of sensualising space. In my thesis I introduce the approach basis and methods to deal with spacial models
in schools mainly from the viewpoint of learning and flexible application of analysing algorithms.
12.
Problem: The spacial intelligence of the students is not based during school geography studies. The personal, out-of
class experiences influences them more than the study process of schools.
Hypothesis: Today’s „widened attainable world” the abundant technical means and the rapid technological
development help the development of spacial intelligence.
Experience: Rarely do geography teachers use the methodological and technical possibilities provided which could
help systematically, step by step to improve the spacial capabilitie of their students. It is clear from the surveys and
interviews that tis can be traced back to two major causes: to ensure the smallest energy and work input and to being
uninformed methodologically. Besides the the mapping work they don’t know the field work and classroom methods
by which spacial intelligence can be developed.
Thesis: Most of the components of developing spacial intelligence are provided in every school as the figures
substituting reality, pictures and films, multimedia materials, maps and models are within reach. To assimilate the
smaller and larger units of different viewpoints in the interest of generating a workable and applicable spacial
knowledge a lot more student activity is needed (IIIustration 7). This is why I have worked out the basic methods to
assume them. Through examples I illustrate how analysing certain types of graphs and images, preparing table charts
and mental maps, drawing and modelling can help possessing spacial information and assimilating and systemising
this knowledge.
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Illustration 7. The bases of the activational
methodological model

Illustration 8. The network of the elements of spacial
inteligence development

13.
Problem: Do geography teachers have an eye on how they can most efficiently develop the spacial intelligence of their
students when their local curriculums and annual teaching programs are prepared?
Hypothesis: Theoretically the process of constructing curriculums presumes that the teachers prepare a program of
developing the individual fields of skills, so developing spacial intelligence is systematicly and consciously built into
the geography lessons, certain parts of it are sure to be in the process of the lessons.
Experience: Skills development and developing spacial intelligence doesn’t make up a well-considered system in our
national education, only one or two elements of the latter appear at the lessons by good chance. It can’t be regarded
a development process if a skill being developed comes into training only after months or years.
Thesis: Spacial intelligence can be based and strengthen during the geography studies only by a process of conscious
development. So I have worked out its development program whose presentation is based on picturing the logic of
gradation. I present the task elements in the context of the previous and the following excercises, i.e. in a
chronological order (Illustration 8). I didn’t enterprise to introduce the actual tasks, as it would be possible only in the
context of the personalities, social backgrounds, knowledge and the geographical surroundings of the school.

Summary, conclusions
The field of outstanding significance in today’s geography teaching is the development of spacial intelligence as
geography is mainly a space science. Developing it has a lot of traditional methods, but in today’s competence centered pedagogy also new possibilities came to light. Its basis can be found in juvenile psychic and mental development
processes, timely age peculiarities, the sociocultural background of the given institution and the possible learning
surroundings, respectively the development assumptions of the curriculum. On the basis of these and their own
geographical and methodological convictions geography teachers compose the educational and development
strategies based on the actual levels of skills to proceed step by step along the elements built on each other, which in
the given student community or in the individual student may result in a proper spacial intelligence by developing
spacial skills.
The tasks of the enquiry survey among the students giving the basis of the present thesis, and as it is outlined in the
individual chapters, the methods that can be further developed by local teachers make it possible to increase the level
of geography teaching from simply handing over a pile of knowledge (as it is a thought also by the general public) to a
dinamicly changing knowledge, flexible view about the world surrounding us, a system of skills giving means to get to
know and assimilate the real world and to raise new ideas and practical ways in everyday life. Spacial intelligence
means not at all mere spacial orientation, it includes the interpretation of our closer or wider natural and social
environment, the problem solutions connected to space, this way it actually is the science of conformation with the
surroundings, the science of staying alive. And what else could be the aim of the school, if not the promotion of this
effort in the citizens of the future?
Naturally, to reach these aims it is necessary that the education of future geography teachers proceed according to
this endeavour, and it shouldn’t happen that later on the school break the momentum of the young teaches’
innovative energies and skill oriented methodological attitudes by their ancient and confortable methods. Although
the thesis focussed mainly onthe posibilities of the theoretical background and the pedagogical innovation, it is
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obvious that further elements of educational infrastructure are necessary to the wishful change the paradigma in
teaching geography. Hopingly if geography teachers insist on developing spacial intelligence, it will help other fields of
the teaching-learning process, too. As without propper spacial images we can hardly do any sport or drive a car, we
can’t understand the natural and social happenings, environmental changes, devastating disasters, we can hardly
make out the news, the misguiding information of the media finds ways more easily, an what is perhaps the most
dangerous: we can’t calculate the forthcoming events beforhand, or we find it more difficult to get prepared for them.
On the whole we can assume that the best possibilities to develop spacial intelligence lie in the geography lessons,
the development in itself opens up a much broader horizon of mor general interest than the subject geography to the
creation of which, presumably, the ideas, programs and tasks outlined in the present thesis my have its contribution.
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